Significant Others: A Conversation
In this text artist Tim Darbyshire (TD) talks to a Poly-Vocal Entity (PVE) about his
current project Significant Encounters. PVE is a fictional voice that amalgamates
the many voices that have made comments or raised questions about Tim’s work as
it has developed over the last twelve months. This text revisits those questions and
comments and provides a point of reflection for Tim in regards to his practice.

PVE: …Tim…
What does Significant Encounters mean to you?
What could it mean for us?
TD: In my mind Significant Encounters looks at how meanings can be constructed
based on the coming-together of things. In this instance these things include people,
gymnasium mats, bodies of water, whales, video camera’s and different spaces
within a swimming pool. The work deals with how these things can be situated, put
into dialogue with one another and disrupted through mutual encounter. I’ve thought
of these encounters as situations where each posed a kind of obstacle to the other –
either ethical, physical or material.
PVE: Can you say a bit more about these obstacles?
TD: Sure. So taking the example of embarking on an interspecies dialogue between
humans and whales – ethical questions come up very quickly: How can I make that
dialogue happen? What things do I need to take into account when facilitating that
conversation that acknowledges the imbalance of power between us? That
acknowledges that I am consenting to that conversation but they are not yet? That
acknowledges the history of human beings and whales, our history of hunting them,
polluting their environment with chemicals, trash and noise?
An example of a physical or material obstacle might be that two people need to have
a conversation whilst they are folded inside a gymnasium mat. Sometimes they are
squashed, inverted or put into awkward positions depending how the mat interacts

with them. This is an obstacle they need to continually negotiate and reinvent for
themselves and one another. Such a space may be associated with other structures
or forms.
Early experiments in these terrains have led me to some deceptively simple
questions that have been ultimately incredibly tricky to resolve:
Can we talk about something?
What can we talk about?
How can we talk?
They became tricky because no conversation or encounter is empty of power
dynamics, identity politics or ethics. The work became busy with reflecting on
how power dynamics can be navigated in order to create significant dialogues
between people and people, between people and things, between things and
other things? How body-politics of race, gender, age, and so on, can be
acknowledged and ultimately challenged and transformed through these
encounters? How these significant encounters can be staged and read, while
disrupting and rearranging dominant readings?
PVE: … Alright… You’ve raised some mammoth questions but I have some more:
What do you mean by the terms identities or entities?
How are the encounters significant?
Could they also be insignificant?
TD: By identities and entities, I mean that the work drifts from relationships between
humans, toward relationships with animals, inanimate objects and matter. So in this
trajectory it is necessary to think about the identities of beings but at some point this
word does not seem to fit. Using the example of a gymnasium mat for instance – I’m
not sure a gymnasium mat has a sense of identity – apart from the one us humans
have prescribed it.
And to talk a little about significance… Well the title for the work stems from my
interests in semiotics and linguistics. If (bluntly speaking) semiotics is the study of
signs and symbols and linguistics is the study of language, this project inhabits the
intersections between these related fields. For me significant and (in)significant are
interchangeable terms. I try not to place a value judgment on the potency or topicality
of the encounters themselves.
PVE: Yes but Tim, there is something troubling about your claim that significant and
(in)significant are interchangeable. I don´t really understand the motivation in that. If
they are interchangeable, I guess it means the encounters are also – they’re
inconsequential and replaceable. Where is the hope or interest in that?
TD: Yes – I see what you mean. I think I should have put this differently. I believe all
encounters are significant – even if deemed insignificant by some. For me all of the
encounters (things coming together) in this work are extremely meaningful – but
there are countless other possibilities for other things to come together in other ways
– for example a red bucket and a pile of rocks or a pack of wolves and a river. It is
arbitrary in a sense. The weight of these things coming together is so subjective. All
potential coming-togethers are rich with nuanced meaning and personal significance
and who are we to say otherwise or negatively prescribe them to be insignificant or
meaningless? My hope is that this work can amplify the significance of all things that
come together.

PVE: And what about the encounters – how do they play out?
TD: In early stages of the process I articulated some principles, which would frame
the various experiments and dialogues undertaken throughout the development of
the work:
1. Two or more identities or entities in dialogue.
2. Considered context and site (situation) in which this dialogue takes place.
3. Physical action or obstacle to be dealt with in parallel to verbal dialogue.
I then titled each part of the work, which I began to imagine as a series:
Ships and Shelters
Song for Whale
Dances with Water
Perspectives
In Ships and Shelters, fellow choreographer Saga Sigurðardóttir and I initially
performed a series of actions and dialogues. We underwent several experiments
within the gymnasium mat folded in on itself. Within this structure we spoke to each
other whilst reconfiguring the mat from the inside out. We would push, pull, slide,
work with and against each other, open the mat up, close the mat down, travel from
point A to point B, struggle and rest. The space in which we inhabited informed both
our actions and dialogue.
This part of the work started as a dialogue between us (a woman and a man) in a
confined space. As a result of this one of the problems we repeatedly came across
was that the encounters tended to be centered on readings of hegemonic couplings
and power dynamic associations between men and women, despite our efforts to
subvert them.
In recent developments of this part of the work, the structure has opened up to
include more performers. Ships and Shelters is becoming a work for six people of
different backgrounds and experiences: Sigurður Arent Jónsson, Bryndís
Ragnarsdóttir, Saga Sigurðardottir, her son Sigurður Benjamín Guðmundsson, Zofia
Tomczyk and myself.
It is hoped that by expanding this structure to include more combinations of voices,
bodies and histories, the work will be able to go deeper into the nuances of how
different beings come together and negotiate space.
In the next part of the work Song for Whale, a human chorus sings to whales in the
tune of The Beatles song I Want to Hold Your Hand1, however the original lyrics are
substituted with new ones, reflecting some of the big questions mentioned above:
“Can we talk about something?
If so, what can we talk about?
Can we talk about something?
If not, what can we think about?
What can we talk about?
What can we think about?”
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Song for Whale was originally recorded with an audience at Reykjavík Living Art
Museum in April, 2018. The frequency range of the song was then modified, to move
closer toward typical whale hearing ranges (often much lower frequencies). The idea
was then that the recorded song could be transmitted to both the oceans surrounding
Iceland and inside a swimming pool in Reykjavík. This part of the work became a call
to whales, marine and animal life more broadly on what we can talk and think about
together. In both cases the physical action for the human and whale participants was
to be submerged in the waters both species inhabit, whilst tuning in to these traces of
sound as a form of dialogue.
However through a little further research on the implications of transmitting sound to
the ocean, I decided against this scenario. It became quite apparent that the ethical
and technical milestones I would need to negotiate would probably not be worth the
risks that the act implicates. In any case, this was the beginning of a speculative
thought process, which asks how interspecies dialogue could occur in the future.
Other artists such as Iceland-based Marina Rees, reflect further on these
speculations and attempt to tune-in to marine life through musical compositions and
sculptural works.2
Song for Whale has now become an immersive sound and bodywork primarily for
humans to experience and reflect upon. By inviting people into the swimming pool, to
dive deep in order to experience the song, they are asked to dive a little deeper into
their own physicality in relation to water – one step closer to an empathetic physical
encounter with marine life, or a tuning in to bodies in water.
Song for Whale led me to ask what other ways certain sensing or tuning dialogues
could occur. Since I have been spending so much time in the water this past year
practicing as a swimming instructor, it was a natural and intuitive next step to expand
on the languages and dialogues of body experience in water. So the next part of the
project that has come about is Dances with Water. In this part of the project I will
work with the same group of performers mentioned earlier.
The starting point for Dances with Water was to embark on an embodied practice
based on how whales, other marine life and humans move in water. We have already
identified and developed a range of vocabularies, which distinguish our similarities
and differences in movement. For example we believe that whales:
•
•
•
•
•

Store their breath for a very long time
Use underwater clicking and crying noises to communicate and navigate
Slap the surface of the water with their tails to communicate and navigate
Breach (jump out of) water in the direction they intend to go
Travel primarily through an undulating movement through their spine

We have taken these principles quite literally and are attempting to embody and
mimic them to our capacity. However we also realize that we don’t have the same
bodies and we don’t swim under the same conditions. So at some point the
swimming techniques that humans have developed come into dialogue with the
attempted whale swimming movements.
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PVE: Here come a storm of questions…
Why this fascination or desire to speak with whales?
Is it based on a particular species?
What about other mammals?
Who is the we you refer to?
Humans, the group of performers, or?
TD: I’m interested to speak with whales, but I’m not particularly interested in whales
per say. Yes it could be other mammals, or animals, other species, other beings. The
whale is one symbol, just as a gymnasium mat or a video camera are other symbols.
When I say we, in this instance I’m referring to humans as one kind of species (of
which I’m identified) talking to another kind of species. It’s all a matter of perspective
– which is what I’ve named the next part of the work.
Perspectives is a video piece, which will be installed in the changing/locker rooms of
the swimming pool. In Perspectives two women appear in a white room, equipped
with video cameras. They speak about their personal lives, vulnerability, shame,
confidence, subjectivity, objectification and Othering.
PVE: Why do they speak about these topics? How was their dialogue constructed?
It’s important for us audience to know this and the context from which they’re
speaking.
TD: I invited film and theatre director’s Silja Hauksdóttir and Álfrún Örnólfsdóttir to
collaborate on this work. I wanted to work with local artists who have developed
visual practices and perspectives. Since I felt I already had a sense of rapport with
Silja and Álfrún – they came quickly to mind. The dialogue was developed very
quickly. We worked together for just a few hours. I asked them to have a
conversation as if they both know and don’t know one another. This was the basic
instruction. We recorded a few takes, which were all improvised based on this
instruction and the coming together of their personalities. I think the subjects which
they spoke about reflected some of the challenging work they have both been doing
in relation to the #metoo movement and the kind of personal and fervent topics that
have been circulating in this context.
The conversation occurred while they pointed the camera at one another’s face/the
opposing camera – creating a mirroring of surveillance. The cycle was extended to
the audience who watch in on this double-film of the two women, their cameras now
pointing toward the gaze of the audience.
A observes B, B observes A, A and B observe C and C observes A and B.
As their dialogue unfolds, their physical action was to continually circle one another
whilst maintaining the fixed-focus of the cameras. As a result Perspectives attempts
to highlight complexities around perspective and gaze.3
PVE: And what about the specific choice of site: Sundhöllin. Swimming pools are
specific to the surrounding neighborhoods in which they’re situated but they are also
global and can be found in most contexts right?
TD: Yes probably – except maybe war-torn countries or places where the culture of
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swimming publicly and revealing the body is frowned upon or even forbidden. So by
using this as an example of a (perhaps naïvely conceived) “flexible” presentation
context, we are already limiting presentation possibilities due to the accessibility of
these works and contexts. I would like to think more on this…
PVE: So it seems to me you are questioning not only (staged) representation and
dialogues as problematic material, but also the problem of performance (art) or
events as culturally exclusive activities?
TD: Yes – this is part of what I’m working through. If I’m really dealing with
deconstruction I need to be “transparent with regard to status and mechanics in the
various structures within which [the work] operates.” 4 This means being critically
engaged with the contexts in which I place the work and consequently being aware
of where the work is not being seen. I hope that by continually assessing potential
performance contexts, future projects will find there way in between the gaps.
PVE: So why insist to situate the various tangents of this work in the swimming
pool?
TD: The whole essence of this project is to create dialogues and the comingtogether of things. It is as much about exploring what it means to have an encounter
and how to be reflective in those processes, as it is about the specific encounters
themselves. At the same time, I want to dismantle the way these things are
represented – to illuminate fragilities and slippages in these constructions. The
swimming pool is the perfect space to explore these constructions and slippages
because they are so many things – transitional spaces, sites of interaction and
exchange. They are spaces, which somehow simulate and empathize with nature,
yet paradoxically showcase the potential of human-construction. The swimming pool
is a highly complex theatrical and semiotic space.5
PVE: I feel like we could speak much more about swimming pools and go on various
other tangents but maybe it’s a better idea to leave some space for the experience to
occur. Perhaps following this new encounters will emerge.
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